Qualys 8.10 Release Notes
This new release of the Qualys Cloud Suite of Security and Compliance Applications includes
improvements to Vulnerability Management and Policy Compliance.
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Authentication Records Improved
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Find EC2 Assets by Instance Status and Take Action
Improved Reporting on EC2 Assets
More User Details in the Activity Log
Qualys Vulnerability Management (VM)
New Library Items to Detect WannaCry and Other Vulnerabilities
Host Alive Testing Option
New CC Option for Ticket Notifications
Show Reopened Info in Scan Reports
Show EC2 Asset Info in Scan Reports
Scan Report in XML Format - Ability to Exclude Glossary data
Ticketbleed Vulnerability gets F Grade from Qualys SSL Labs
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New UDC Permissions for Unit Managers
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Generate Mandate Based Reports to View Compliance Posture
View Remediation Information in Reports
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Amazon Linux AMI 2016 Technology Supported for Unix UDCs
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Qualys Cloud Platform
New Authentication Vault for BeyondTrust PBPS
This new vault type can be used to retrieve authentication credentials
from a BeyondTrust PowerBroker Password Safe (PBPS).
What are the steps? You’ll configure BeyondTrust PBPS vaults (vault
credentials), configure authentication records for your authentication
types (Windows, Unix, etc), and start your scans.
Configure your BeyondTrust PBPS Vault

Go to Scans > Authentication > New > Authentication Vaults. Then
choose New > BeyondTrust PBPS.
Provide vault credentials.
Application API Key - The
application key (alpha-numeric
string) for the BeyondTrust PBPS
web services API.
URL - The HTTP or HTTPS URL
to access the BeyondTrust PBPS
web services API.
User Name - The user account
that can call the BeyondTrust
PBPS web services API.
SSL Verify - Applies when the
URL uses HTTPS. We’ll verify
the SSL certificate of the web
server to make sure it’s valid and
trusted, unless you clear (uncheck) this option.
Password - Provide a password
when required by the Application
API Key configuration.
Certificate / Private Key - Provide
a certificate & private key when
required by the Application API
Key configuration. The certificate
must be trusted by the PBPS web
server. Enter a passphrase for the
private key, if applicable.
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Configure authentication records
The BeyondTrust PBPS vault is supported in all authentication record types except Cisco, IBM DB2,
Sybase and PostgreSQL. Here’s a sample Windows record with the vault selected.
Provide these settings:
Vault Type – BeyondTrust PBPS
Vault Title – Your vault record.
System Name – Enter the managed
system name (also known as asset
name). When not provided, we’ll
attempt to auto-discover the system
name for you at scan time.
Account Name – The account name.
When not provided, we’ll try the
username entered in the
authentication record.

Authentication Records Improved
We improved some of our authentication record types: VMware, MySQL, Sybase, HTTP and Application
Records (MS IIS, Apache Web Server, IBM WebSphere App Server, Tomcat Server, Oracle WebLogic
Server) to retain consistency with other records. These records now open in a new window.
Example: Create a VMware authentication record
How do I get started?

Go to Scans >
Authentication and
choose New and select
the required authentication
record. The listed
authentication records
now open in a new
window.

Your Authentication Record

Give a title to the record, provide the login credentials and the required details for the authentication
record. Finally, hit Save!
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View Cloud Instance Information for a Scanner Appliance
Now you can view information about the instance on which a scanner appliance is deployed on the cloud.
How to view the instance information

Go to Scans > Appliances, and then click
Info on the Quick Actions menu of the
required appliance.

Example of EC2 instance information displayed for an appliance.
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Example of Azure instance information displayed for an appliance.

Example of Google GCE instance information displayed for an appliance.
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Cross-Region Scanning Support for EC2 Scans
EC2 Scanning must be enabled for your subscription. Contact your Account Manager or Support to get it.
You can now assign a scanner appliance from a different region when scanner appliances in your region
are unavailable. We now support availability of scanner appliances across regions.
Go to Scans > Scans
> New and then
launch EC2 Scan.
The Scanner
Appliance dropdown
lists the scanner
appliances that are
available only in
your region.
Click the Show All
link to also see
scanner appliances in
other regions.

The Scanner Appliance dropdown will list all the scanner appliances that are available across all regions.
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Find EC2 Assets by Instance Status and Take Action
EC2 Scanning must be enabled for your subscription. Contact your Account Manager or Support to get it.
With this release, you can easily find all of your Amazon EC2 assets with a particular status (running,
terminated, stopped, etc) and take action on them. For example, find EC2 instances that are terminated in
order to purge or remove them from your account. Warning – When you purge a host the action cannot be
undone. All vulnerability and compliance data collected from your scans will be deleted. See the online
help to learn more about purging hosts.
Go to Assets > Asset Search and choose the EC2 Instance status you’re interested in. You must also pick
the EC2 tracking method. Then click Search to see the results. (Tip – You can go to Reports > New >
Asset Search Report to generate a report that you can easily share with others.)
Don’t see this option? The
EC2 Scanning feature
must be enabled for your
subscription.
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Your Asset Search Report appears in a new window where you can take action on all or some of the EC2
assets that matched your search criteria. Choose an action from the menu at the top of the report.

Improved Reporting on EC2 Assets
EC2 Scanning must be enabled for your subscription. Contact your Account Manager or Support to get it.
We’ve improved reporting on EC2 assets, using the Qualys UI and API, to help you manage your EC2
assets within Qualys. For EC2 assets now we report EC2 Instance ID, private DNS name plus EC2
instance information. We’ll show you the UI improvements here.
Using the Qualys API? Be sure to check out Qualys 8.10 API Release Notes to learn about EC2 reporting
enhancements.
Host Assets list
For EC2 assets the DNS column
now shows the EC2 asset’s
private DNS name.
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Host Information
Now the private DNS name is
shown for Hostname and EC2
Instance ID is shown separately.

Asset Search
Now you can easily search your
EC2 assets.
We’ve added a new option to
search by EC2 Instance ID, and the
DNS Hostname attribute lets you
search across private EC2 names.
For EC2 assets the Asset Search
report now shows EC2 Instance ID
and the private DNS name.

We’ve added new EC2 information in the Scan Report
HTML, PDF, DOCx format - Now we include the private DNS name along with EC2 Instance ID at the
host level. There’s a new EC2 related information section i.e. Public DNS name, Image ID etc.
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XML format - For an EC2 asset now we return the <EC2_INSTANCE_ID> tag as well as the
<EC2_INFO> tag, and the <DNS> tag shows the private DNS name. The asset_data_report.dtd has been
updated (see Qualys 8.10 API Release Notes for details).
...
</ASSET_TAGS>
<DNS><![CDATA[ip-10-90-2-30.ec2.internal]]></DNS>
<EC2_INSTANCE_ID><![CDATA[i-0b11abd19771f17ed]]></EC2_INSTANCE_ID>
<EC2_INFO>
<PUBLIC_DNS_NAME><![CDATA[ec2-184-73-79-113.compute1.amazonaws.com]]></PUBLIC_DNS_NAME>
<IMAGE_ID><![CDATA[ami-2d4ed53a]]></IMAGE_ID>
<VPC_ID><![CDATA[vpc-1e37cd76]]></VPC_ID>
<INSTANCE_STATE><![CDATA[RUNNING]]></INSTANCE_STATE>
<PRIVATE_DNS_NAME><![CDATA[ip-10-90-230.ec2.internal]]></PRIVATE_DNS_NAME>
<INSTANCE_TYPE><![CDATA[t2.medium]]></INSTANCE_TYPE>
</EC2_INFO>
...

CSV format - A new column for EC2 Instance ID has been added right after DNS name. For an EC2 asset
the DNS column shows a private DNS name.
"IP","DNS","EC2 INSTANCE
ID","NetBIOS","QG_HOSTID","IP_INTERFACES","PUBLIC_DNS_NAME","IMAGE_ID","V
PC_ID”,”INSTANCE_STATE”,”PRIVATE_DNS”,”INSTANCE_TYPE","Tracking
Method","OS","IP Status","QID","Title","Vuln
Status","Type","Severity","Port","Protocol","FQDN","SSL","First
Detected","Last Detected","Times Detected","CVE ID","Vendor
Reference","Bugtraq ID","Results","PCI Vuln","Ticket
State","Instance","Category","Associated Tags","Date Last Fixed"
"10.90.2.100","ip-10-90-2-100.ec2.internal","i-0b68f500c1e6a3cc0",,,,"ec2-5287-152-105.compute-1.amazonaws.com","ami-2d4ed53a","vpc1e37cd76”,”RUNNING”,ip-10-90-2-100.ec2.internal”,”t2.medium","EC2","Linux
2.4-2.6 / Embedded Device / F5 Networks Big-IP","host scanned, found
vuln","38047","SSH daemon information
retrieving",,"Ig","1","22","tcp",,,,,,"CVE-1999-0634",,,"SSH1 supportedno
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More User Details in the Activity Log
The Details section of the Activity Log will now include the user role and user login for new and updated
user accounts. You’ll also see these details when the primary contact for the subscription or business unit
has changed.
User details appear in this format:
firstname lastname (user role: user login)

This example shows details for: create account, update account and save primary contact.
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Qualys Vulnerability Management (VM)
New Library Items to Detect WannaCry and Other Vulnerabilities
Import the new WannaCry and Shadow Brokers Option Profile and WannaCry and Shadow Brokers
Search List from our Library to quickly identify vulnerabilities leveraged by WannaCry, EternalBlue, and
other Shadow Brokers exploits.
Learn more from the Qualys Blog
How to Rapidly Identify Assets at Risk to WannaCry Ransomware and ETERNALBLUE Exploit
Import Option Profiles from our Library
Import the new WannaCry and Shadow Brokers option profile at scan launch time by simply choosing it
from the Option Profile menu. The corresponding search list is imported with the option profile and you’ll
be given the option to make them globally available to all users in your subscription.

Optionally, go to Scans > Option Profiles > New > Import from Library.
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Import Search Lists from our Library
Import the WannaCry and Shadow Brokers search list for use in your own custom option profiles or in
report templates. Go to Scans > Search Lists > New > Import from Library.
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Host Alive Testing Option
A new scan option allows you to launch a quick scan to determine which of your target hosts are alive
without also performing other scan tests. To run a host alive test, choose Enable Host Alive Testing in
your scan option profile and run a vulnerability scan with this profile.
Ready to get started? In your option profile, scroll to the bottom of the Scan tab to select the new option
Enable Host Alive Testing.
Note – This option can only be
selected in a profile with
Complete Vulnerability
Detection.

In your Scan Results report, you
may see some Information
Gathered QIDs reported for the
target hosts found alive like in
the sample report on the left.
Host that are alive are listed
under Successfully Scanned
Hosts in the Appendix.
Hosts that are not found alive
during the scan are listed under
Hosts Not Alive.
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New CC Option for Ticket Notifications
Now when you enable the Daily Trouble Ticket Updates notification (in your user profile) you’ll see the
option to add distribution groups. Email addresses in your selected distribution groups will be CC-ed on
your Daily Trouble Ticket Updates notification emails.

Good to Know

- Only the first 100 email addresses in your selected distribution groups will be sent notifications. If you
select groups with more than 100 email addresses notifications will be sent only to the first 100 email
addresses.
- If your selected distribution groups have BCC email addresses defined, we’ll consider BCC email
addresses as CC addresses; this means BCC users will be sent Daily Trouble Ticket Updates notifications.
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Show Reopened Info in Scan Reports
We’ve added a new report template option that allows you to include reopened information in your host
based scan reports, including the date/time a vulnerability was first reopened, date/time the vulnerability
was last reopened, and the number of times the vulnerability was reopened. A vulnerability is reopened
when it was verified as fixed by the previous scan and is detected by a new scan.
In your scan report template, go to the Display tab and choose Reopened under Vulnerability Details.

In this sample HTML report you’ll see that QID 90883 has been reopened 6 times. It was first reopened
on August 2, 2016 and last reopened on December 1, 2016.
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Show EC2 Asset Info in Scan Reports
EC2 Scanning must be enabled for your subscription. Contact your Account Manager or Support to get it.
We’ve added a new report template option that allows you to include metadata information in your scan
reports for your EC2 instances, including the public and private DNS name, image ID, VPC ID, instance
state and instance type.
In your scan report template, go to the Display tab and choose EC2 Related Information. You must also
select these options: 1) Host Based Findings (on the Findings tab) and Sort by Host (on the Display tab).

Don’t see this option? It only appears in accounts with EC2 Scanning enabled.
Sample HTML Report

EC2 related information appears in the report for each EC2 instance.
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Sample CSV Report

You’ll see new columns in the CSV output (in bold). These columns only appear in the output when EC2
Related Information is selected in the report template.
"IP","DNS","EC2 Instance ID","NetBIOS","Public Hostname","Image ID","VPC ID","Instance
State","Private Hostname","Instance Type","Tracking Method","OS","IP
Status","QID","Title","Vuln Status","Type","Severity","Port","Protocol","FQDN","SSL","First
Detected","Last Detected","Times Detected","Date Last Fixed","CVE ID","Vendor Reference","Bugtraq
ID","Threat","PCI Vuln","Ticket State","Instance","Category"
"10.90.2.62","i-0fe27e00154247ad0","i-0fe27e00154247ad0",,"ec2-54-158-53-78.compute1.amazonaws.com","ami-22ce4934","vpc-1e37cd76","RUNNING","ip-10-90-262.ec2.internal","t2.medium","EC2","Amazon Linux","host scanned, found vuln","11","Hidden RPC
Services","Active","Vuln","2",,,,,"04/26/2017 23:12:04","04/28/2017 12:42:38","7",,,,,"The
Portmapper/Rpcbind listens on port 111 and stores an updated list of registered RPC services running on
the server (RPC name, version and port number). It acts as a ""gateway"" for clients wanting to connect to
any RPC daemon.
...

Scan Report in XML Format - Ability to Exclude Glossary data
This update applies to the Scan Report in XML format only. Previously the <GLOSSARY> tag was
always included in the scan report XML format regardless of template sub option settings under
Vulnerability Details (e.g. Threat, Impact, Solution - Patches and Workarounds, etc). Now you can
exclude the <GLOSSARY> tag and this will reduce the size of your reports.
What are the changes?

- the <GLOSSARY> tag will be excluded from the XML format if none of the “Vulnerability Details”
sub options are selected
- the <GLOSSARY> tag will be included in the XML format if any one of the “Vulnerability Details” sub
options is selected
- the Scan Report DTD (asset_data_report.dtd) was updated - see the Qualys API Release Notes for info
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Ticketbleed Vulnerability gets F Grade from Qualys SSL Labs
With this release servers found vulnerable to the Ticketbleed vulnerability get an F Grade from SSL Labs,
when the SSL Labs feature is enabled for your subscription. This helps you easily identify servers
vulnerable to Ticketbleed (CVE-2016-924).
Ticketbleed Vulnerability

QID: 370302
Title: F5 BIG-IP ASM Session Tickets Information Disclosure Vulnerability (Ticketbleed) (K05121675)
CVE ID: CVE-2016-924
Tell me about SSL Labs

SSL Labs is integrated with Qualys VM to provide grades for your certificates. This is intended to help
you identify and prioritize certificates with SSL configuration issues. When enabled you’ll see a letter
grade (A-F) for each certificate in your certificates list. Grades are updated automatically each time new
vulnerability scan results are processed for your hosts.
Learn more about Qualys SSL Labs
https://www.ssllabs.com/
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Qualys Policy Compliance (PC)
Introducing Qualys Custom Controls in Library Policies
Library policies provided by Qualys may now include a new control type called Qualys Custom Control
(QCC). With this new control type we can quickly provide to users new controls that are similar to userdefined controls. Once added to your account you can copy any QCC to make your own UDC that you
can customize to meet your needs.
Note - In order for us to ensure that we don’t add duplicate controls to your list when importing the
same library policy multiple times these controls get an internal UDC ID assigned. You’ll see the
UDC ID when you export a QCC from your account, and when you export a library policy that
includes a QCC from your account. See the Qualys 8.10 API Release Notes to learn more.

Import a Policy from the Library
Go to Policies > New > Policy > Import from Library. Choose a policy and click Next. If the selected
policy includes QCCs you’ll see the option “Include Qualys Custom Controls”. This option is selected by
default and is recommended. Click Create to import the policy and the add the QCCs. Don’t want the
QCCs? No problem. Simply uncheck the option.

You’ll have the chance to add asset groups to the policy and save it. Then the policy will appear on your
policies list. The QCCs added from the policy appear on your controls list. A new Type column shows
QCC for each Qualys Custom Control.
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Good to Know - A QCC cannot be edited (except to change criticality) or deleted. Like service-defined
controls, Qualys may update QCCs in subsequent releases to provide new technology support, updates to
values, etc. This will not have any impact to the QCCs added to policies.
Copy a QCC to create a UDC
You can make a copy of any QCC to create a UDC that you can customize to meet your exact needs. It’s
easy to do – just choose Copy from the Quick Actions menu and then confirm the action.

The new UDC will appear on the controls list where you can edit it.
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Export a Policy with QCCs
When you export a policy you will now see the option Include UDCs and QCCs. By default we include
all service-defined controls in the policy. Select this option to also include user-defined controls and
Qualys custom controls in the policy.

New UDC Permissions for Unit Managers
Now Unit Managers may be granted permission to create, update and delete User Defined Controls
(UDCs). When creating or editing a Unit Manager account, go to the Permissions tab and choose Manage
PC module. Then give the user one or both of these new permissions: Create User Defined Controls and
Update/Delete User Defined Controls.
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New Support for PostgreSQL Authentication
We now support compliance scans for PostgreSQL database instances
running on Unix hosts. You’ll need to create a new PostgreSQL
authentication record. Unix authentication is required so you’ll also need a
Unix record for the host running the PostgreSQL database.
Which technologies are supported?

PostgreSQL 9.x
How do I get started?

Go to Scans > Authentication, and choose New > PostgreSQL Record (as
shown on the right). This authentication type is supported for compliance
scans only.
Your PostgreSQL Record

Tell us the user account to be used for authentication, the database instance
to authenticate to, and the port where the database is installed.
The authentication method you use depends on your server settings.
You can provide:
- a password (enter it on the Login Credentials tab or get it from a vault),
- a client certificate (enter it on the Private Key / Certificate tab),
- a password AND client certificate (enter values on both tabs).
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On the Unix tab, tell us the full path to the PostgreSQL configuration file on your Unix hosts (IP
addresses). The file must be in the same location on all IPs in this record (listed on the IPs tab).

Increased Scan by Policy Limit
When using the Scan by Policy feature you can now choose up to 20 policies in the compliance option
profile. This limit was increased from 10 policies.
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Generate Mandate Based Reports to View Compliance Posture
You can now view the compliance posture of the organization in terms of the underlying Security
baseline against selected mandates by simply launching a mandate based report. You can use mandate
based report templates to create harmonized reports on one or more compliance policies and mandates.
Choose any mandates/standards you have to comply with (or even the sub-requirements from multiple
mandates to create a Union of the total requirements) and get a view of compliance posture in terms of the
selected policies. We have provided you with a set of pre-defined mandates which you can use to generate
mandate based reports. View list of these pre-defined mandates in the Policies > Mandates tab.
To generate a mandate based report:
First you need to create a custom mandate based template. Just go to Reports > Templates > Mandate
Template and configure settings.
Then, navigate to Reports > New > Compliance Report > Mandate Based Report.
Add mandates, select
policies and choose
assets you want to get
information from, in
your report.

Depending on what you select in the report layout while creating the custom mandate based template, a
report is generated.
View selected mandates and policies
and their detailed posture.
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In the Detailed Report section of the
report, you can drill down to view
the posture for each control
objective.

View Remediation Information in Reports
You can now include the remediation information for control technologies in compliance reports. For
system defined controls, the reports display the remediation information set by Qualys. For user defined
controls, the remediation information that you set for each control technology is displayed in the reports.
If no remediation information is set/available, the reports will display N/A.
For user defined controls, the remediation information should be first added to the control technology. Go
to Policy > Controls, and then edit an existing control or create a new control.
Under the Control Technologies
section, select a control, and then
enter the remediation
information.

To show remediation information
in reports, go to Reports >
Templates, and then edit an
existing template or create a new
template. On the Layout tab,
select the respective check boxes
to show remediation information
in the reports.
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You can then view the remediation information in reports generated using that report template.
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Remediation Information in CSV and XML Formats
Policy compliance reports now display Remediation information in the CSV and XML report formats.
Simply download a policy report in CSV or XML format and you’ll see the information under
REMEDIATION tag (XML) or Remediation column (CSV).
Sample XML

Sample CSV
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Amazon Linux AMI 2016 Technology Supported for Unix UDCs
Want to create a UDC for Amazon Linux AMI 2016? Go to Policies > Controls > New > Control, and
select any of the Unix control types. Scroll down to the Control Technologies section to provide a
rationale statement and expected value for each technology you’re interested in.

You’ll also see Amazon Linux AMI 2016 in the technologies list when creating a new policy.
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Issues Addressed


Host Based Scan Reports in CSV format - Fixed an issue where we were not properly parsing and
displaying the port, protocol and instance information for vulnerabilities detected on Oracle
instances. Now this information appears correctly.



Host Based Scan Reports in CSV format - Fixed an issue where we didn’t calculate and display
the CVSS v3 score when the report target did not include asset groups.



Host Based Scan Reports in CSV format - Fixed an issue where we were displaying HTML code
for special characters in the Exploit, Malware and Vendor columns (such as &quot; instead of ").



Host Based Scan Reports in CSV format - Fixed an issue where we incorrectly displayed a value
of “0” instead of a blank value for the CVSS v3 score when the CVSS Temporal and Base scores
were not available.



Patch Report - The issue of broken patch links in the patch report is now fixed. The hyperlinks
are now removed and the patch links are no more clickable in the PDF.



Patch Scorecard Report will no longer display the “Asset Tags” label as this report cannot be
filtered by tags.



Policy Report - The Asset Tag radio button is now only enabled after the user selects a policy for
the report.



Policy Report - Instance information is now displayed accurately in all policy report formats.



Policy Report - OS details and technology information is now displayed accurately for the
selected target.



Asset Search Report in PDF format - Fixed an issue where the Appendix section was missing in
PDF format. The Appendix section includes details about QIDs included in the asset search.



We have fixed multiple filter related issues to eliminate discrepancies in the vulnerability count in
PDF and XML reports. Now, the count of vulnerabilities is in sync for PDF and XML reports.



A scheduled scan report with the “Exclude account login ID from filename” option selected in the
report template is now working as expected.



The Ticket State field is now displayed appropriately in all report formats for Host Based Scan
Reports and is not displayed in Scan Based Scan Reports.



The scan date is now displayed accurately in reports and scan results.



The tracking method is now displayed for all types of reports including XML reports.



VM scan result retains the existing OS value in the case where a scan returns a null, empty or
unknown OS value.



In PDF scan results with too many QIDs for a custom selected QID scan, the data is now neatly
represented without any overlap at the end pages of the results.



Previously, when there are no scanner appliances in your account, “Launch EC2 Vulnerability
Scan” displayed Asset Group and IP fields which are not relevant for EC2 scans. This is fixed,
and now the appropriate fields for including/excluding hosts are displayed.



Previously, an “internal error” was displayed when the EC2 scan was launched with all
terminated instances. This is fixed, and now the proper message is displayed “Empty target - all
instances have Terminated status” and the scan is not launched.
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The Activity Log now displays a log entry when an EC2 scheduled scan with a tag having all
terminated instances is not launched.



Previously, the VM Scan list did not load completely for a Unit Manager with EC2 scan, and the
user would see the message “Please wait for a moment while we process your request”
constantly. This is now fixed, and the VM scan list now loads successfully.



Users can now successfully create tags from the Asset Search tab when tracking method is
selected as Agent and EC2.



Appropriate messages to guide the user are now displayed when the Launch Vulnerability Scan
Preview takes a long time to display a list of hosts resolved from asset tags targeted for the scan.
An appropriate message is also displayed in case the request times out and the list of targeted
hosts doesn’t load.



When you create a new Docker authentication record, if you choose “Do not show this message
again” check box, the alert box should not displayed henceforth.



Authentication records which don’t have IPs assigned to them and are purely based on Domains
shall show IPs in the data list when you click the “Details” link on the Authentication tab.



Fixed an issue where you couldn’t change the Latest Controls email notification option for subusers (Unit Managers, Scanners, Readers) from Monthly to Weekly or None.



You can now enable Other Notifications for a Remediation user. If the notifications are enabled,
the Remediation user now receives the notifications.



Fixed an issue where an automated email notification was sent with a blank subject line. The
email was sent because the report template for a scheduled report was not found. The subject line
was blank only in cases where the notification option was not enabled for the scheduled report. If
enabled we used the subject line provided in the notification settings.



We have now removed the Network option from IPv6 mapping.



IPv6 addresses can now be successfully added using CSV file.



Removal of default scanner from an asset group does not display an error now. If you have to
remove the default scanner, among other scanner appliances that are added, the newly added
scanner is marked as the default scanner appliance. Also, you can now save an asset group
without any default scanner assigned.



Previously, the VM > Assets > Applications data downloaded as CSV would show incorrect data
against the column headers. This is fixed, and now the CSV displays correct data against each
column header.



The Remove IP link on the Details page of Authentication now functions correctly.



Previously, a Manager was able to see the scans launched by a Unit Manager, however the Unit
Manager could not see those scans. This is fixed, and now the Unit Manager can see the list of
scans launched.



Previously, searching the VM Scan list for target IP address was taking more time than expected,
and displayed the message “Please wait for a moment while we process your request” constantly.
This is fixed, and the search results now appear faster than before.



The VM Scan list now loads faster than before for a non-manager account.



Improved performance when loading the Business Unit Information page and when loading and
saving the Edit Business Unit page.
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Changed the screen text for Assets > Setup > Host Attributes since custom host attribute names
only appear in Host Information.



For Enterprise users, the Change Password window will now appear first and then after re-login
the Customer Notice to enable the New Data Security Model window will appear.



Unsupported browsers now display the following text “The browser you are using is not
supported. Some critical security features are not available for your browser version”.



Now when you get details of a scheduled scan through the API, the response does not truncate the
tag names.



If you filter assets by using tracking_method=IP in API request when all your assets are tracked
by IPs, the tracking method for all assets now correctly displays as IP.



The Subscription API now exports only the Excluded IP’s History which is in the Excluded IPs
table.



We have updated the API User Guide (v2) with more examples on Creating Unix records with
Private Keys.



Updated the online help for Cisco authentication. Added to the list of commands that the user
account provided for authentication must be able to run.



Updated the Cisco authentication help to clarify that the “enable” password is only supported for
compliance scans.
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